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Abstract—This Electronic voting system is very useful one in 

Election. E-Voting System is a digital electronic system that user 

data is collected in digital manner and processed securely. E-

Voting system is implemented both online and offline. Security is 

the important factor in this system. This paper focuses a survey 

for security methodologies in E-voting system and mainly focuses 

in retina security mechanisms and analyzed various security 

algorithms like RSA and MD5 algorithms. Retina security is the 

most important identification checking mechanism in security. 

This mechanism uses in E-voting system and provides high 

security features compared to other security methods like 

fingerprint security. This paper also analyses various security 

algorithms implemented in retina security method and provides a 

comparative study in this security methods. 

 

Keywords—component; formatting; style; styling; insert (key 

words) 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

   Election process is a central administrative work in every 
country. It has variety of process implemented and all are 
human work. Now days voting process is converted in 
electronically and implemented in various computerized work. 
This reduces normal paper work and increase time.  E-voting 
is a computerized voting system implemented in both on-line 
process and offline process. Each voter registers his details 
with unique ID and stored in database. Normally all computers 
connected with LAN or internet. Whenever voting process 
implements, voter details are retrieved and verified. This 
process implemented in several stages. Major stages are voter 
details collection, voter details matching with high security, 
voting tabulation with central administration.  

 Voter identification is the crucial factor in E-voting 
system. This process is implemented in two stages. One is data 
security and another one is human identity. Data security is 

implemented by variety of encryption/ decryption algorithms 
and human identity is implemented in human biological 
features. Data security focuses voter details with unique ID. 
These details are encrypted and stored securely. Simply it is 
converted in digital format because voter details matching 
process is simple one when accessing digital data. Counting 
process is automated and secured in this system. Variety of 
encryption and decryption algorithms is implemented in this 
process. 

 Human identity is also important factor in E-voting 
system because some security violations detected in this 
system such as human malpractices. Biometric security 
features are implemented in this system such as finger print 
recognition, iris recognition, retina based recognition. This 
paper focuses data security in human identity such as retina 
based e-voting system and analyses accuracy and efficiency in 
this system. 

II. SECURITY METHODS IN E-VOTING 

 Security is the major factor of e-voting process. The main 
focus of this E-Voting system is security and privacy and it 
can be time-consuming and very hard for election committee 
administrators. Finally it is difficult to handle voters.  

 User privacy achieves greater security in e-voting. It 
brings the clarity of this voting system. This system satisfies 
the factors such as Requirement: each voter has only one 
voting account and allowed to one time, Privacy: voter’s votes 
are private and secure one and no alternative process. It is 
useful for voting calculations. Voter simply put their votes and 
no other actions implemented. Any public sectors can verify 
this voting process in effective manner. Researchers improve 
the security in this system by implementing security 
algorithms and achieve greater results. Researchers improve 
normal voting system to reduce paper works and automate 
computerized implementation. But accuracy and scalability is 
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the important factors in e-voting system. Security attacks are 
also the major issues in this voting system.   

  Security is implemented in hardware, software and data. 
Hardware security is physical system properties such as 
computer connected in LAN, and operating system 
performance. Software security is the e-voting system 
application security, this leads to prevent unauthorized access 
in this system. Data security is the user data privacy that data 
is stored in an encrypted form and no one access without 
permission. All these three security system achieves greater 
results in e-voting system. Security policies are also 
implemented in e-voting system. That is, each voter has an 
unique id implementation and some essential details are 
included in this system. Then each voter has only one vote and 

 no other way to put vote in alternative methods.  These 
policies bring greater security and most of security violations 
are reduces in this system.  

  A Cat map named block Cat map is also considered for 
permutation development based on multiple-dimensional 
chaotic maps to create the large key space. The encrypted 
algorithm is basically based on the permutation substitution. 
Different chaotic maps are used to control each key. There are 
different types of analysis i.e. cipher sensibility analysis, 
weak-keys analysis, statistical analysis, entropy analysis, 
differential analysis, cipher random analysis to test the 
security of the new image encryption scheme. This image 
encryption technique basically provides the solution for higher 
security and higher speed as well as lower precision for one 
dimensional chaotic function. 

  Double encryption approach has basically three chaotic 
random sequences are generated with the help of chen system. 
First of all scrambling of widen image which having two 
plaintext images take place. After that it is separated into two 
new provisional images. After this with the help of third 
sequence i.e. modulated by a random phase key generated on 
logistic map, one interim image is converted to the private 
phase key. With the help of this private key, second interim 
image basically converted to the cipher text with white noise 
distribution. In amplitude-phase retrieval process which is 
based on this private phase key[19,20], another interim image 
is converted into the cipher text with white noise distribution. 

 But security policies are changed in different voting 
systems. It depends on central administration election process 
in all countries. Some major policies are common in all voting 
systems. This paper analyses policy that brings security in 
retina based e-voting system. 

 Access control provides greater security in system and 
implemented in certain resources. This limits the user, who is 
authorized user or unauthorized user and checks the policy 
violations. Unique identification is implemented in access 
control. But it is not secure if credential is missing or 
transferred.  

III. RETINA SECURITY METHOD IN E-VOTING 

 Retina security technology implements human eye retina 
and implements blood vessel patterns in eye. The main 
process of this security system is implemented in the structure 
of retina and blood vessels are individual one from others. 
This unique future is the human identifier in voting system. 
New technologies such as IR technology [16, 17, 18] absorbed 

blood vessels in the retina. Blood vessel scanning technology 
is faster than other technologies.  Retina security technology is 
used in high secure environments such as Military 
environments. In 1980’s more number of Retina technologies 
[3, 10] was introduced such 35 new technologies were 
implemented. 

IV. OTHER SECURITY METHODS IN E-VOTING 

A. Electronic Voting Machines 

  Electronic voting machines are the devices that reduce 
paper based voting system. It is an embedded kit contains 
voting unit and control unit. Voters put their vote in voting 
unit and it has predefined voting facilities. Control unit is 
accessed by administrator. Voting unit has different buttons 
and each button refers candidate with symbols. 

B. Internet Voting 

  Internet voting is implemented in the rural areas such as 
computer implemented and Internet enabled areas and 
implemented election process. To elect officers with Board 
members, Business enterprises and organizations make use of 
Internet voting and for the other proxy elections. Privately 
Internet voting systems have been used in many modern 
nations.  

C. Hash Functions 

  Hashes are implemented in voting system that is used in 
user data and convert data in different format by using 
mathematical functions. This process is used to identify 
malicious modifications to the software. when software is 
corrupted or when incorrect versions are about being installed. 

D. Digital Signatures 

  Digital signatures are implemented in e-voting system and 
uses hash functions to convert data into signatures. Signatures 
are help to identify data when transferring electronically in 
this system. Digital signatures[11,12,13] are not analogous to 
physical hand written signatures as they provide unique 
identity of who signed a message in elections, impressions are 
used to sign the contents of  voting process to ensure that this 
system is not changed.  

E. Homomorphic Encryption 

  It is an encryption technique that implements 
mathematical function processing to encrypt data without 
accessing keys so the voter cannot access data and voting 
process is not accessed without permission. 

F. RSA Algorithm 

  It is cryptographic algorithm and popular one. It 
implemented key cryptography that means two different keys 
are implemented in this algorithm. It is an asymmetric 
cryptographic algorithm supported modern cryptographic 
environments. Mostly public key is used in this environment. 
Private Key is also used in received side. It uses largest integer 
values (1024 bits) for key values. Exponentiation fields are 
computed as modulo integer values. In this algorithm, data is 
encrypted in certain size of bits and having binary values with 
certain limit n. In a computational theory it is difficult to 
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calculate the factorization process. Researchers analyze prime 
numbers for calculating factorizing process[21,22,23]. 
 

G. MD5 Algorithm 

  Message Digest 5 algorithm is an easiest cryptographic 
algorithm for large file encryption process. This algorithm 
implements hash function [10,14,15]. Hash value is normally 
128 bit size. Digital signatures creation process is 
implemented in this algorithm. Four rounds are implemented 
in this algorithm and each round carries permutation process 
of used data with has function. The result of each round 
repeated in next round with hash function. MD5 is considered 
one of the most efficient algorithms currently available. 

V. COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS 

 RSA is a powerful cryptographic algorithm in 
cryptographic environment and used for digital signatures. But 
key length is the difficult one and if the system is increasing 
key length that causes heavier processing load on various 
applications.  

 
TABLE I. COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS 

 

Features RSA Algorithm MD5 Algorithm 

Methodology 
Asymmetric 

Encryption 

Cryptographic 

Hash function 

Implementation 

Public key, 

private key 

implementation 

Hash 

implementation 

Digital 

Signatures 

Easy 

implementation 

Very hard to 

implement 

Rounds of 

implementation 
1 round 4 rounds 

Execution speed More time Less time 

Block Size 1024 bits 128 bits 

Security Better 
Slower when 

large text 
 

 
 MD5 algorithm is implemented in hash function and 

accessing large amount of data. Different hashing algorithms 
produce a different hash values but cannot re-create the 
original data from the hash. 

  Conventional image encryption method combines phase 
sifting process in digital hologram implementations. Retina 
images are encrypted in quadrature phase shifting encryption 
and then compressed in reduced size image. This process 
implements easy reconstruction of images.  

  The proposed work focuses retina based secure e-voting 
system that combines RSA algorithm with MD5 algorithm. 
Retina images are encrypted in MD5 algorithm because its 
image properties such as colors, brightness that changes for 
different people. RSA algorithm is implemented for matching 
process in this system.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

  E-Voting System is a digital electronic system that user 
data is collected in digital manner and processed securely. 
Security is the important factor in this system. This paper 
focuses a survey for security methodologies in E-voting 
system and mainly focuses in retina security mechanisms and 
analyzed various security algorithms like RSA and MD5 
algorithms. Retina security is the most important identification 
checking mechanism in security. In this study MD5 algorithm 
has better futures as compared in RSA algorithm for image 
encryption using Retina security. This method has greater 
flexibility as compared other security methodologies. 
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